CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT
MADE EASY.

CitizenLab helps governments to reconnect with their
communities of citizens in an easy accessible way. Our citizen
engagement solution allows local governments to tap into the
collective intelligence of the citizens and become more
responsive to their citizens’ needs.
ENGAGING CITIZENS CAN BE HARD
LACK OF TRUST

83%

feels that their voice
is not heard

LACK OF ENGAGEMENT

55%

wants to think along
and participate
Source: Youtful Cities, 2016

DIGITAL PARTICIPATION AS SOLUTION

Increase process
efficiency.

Ensure demographic
inclusion.

Boost
innovation.

Multiple your citizen outreach
by tenfolds and save time on
processing and analysing
citizens’ input.

An offline-only approach
often doesn’t reach the
younger generations or the
silent majority, we do.

We help you tapping into
the collective knowledge of
your citizens and foster
citizen-led innovations.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Personalise your citizen
engagement platform.

Citizens participate in an intuitive and
customized environment enforced by
gamification. They are triggered to vote,
submit ideas, answer questions and
engage in discussions.

Make better
informed decisions.

WHAT
OTHERS
SAY

“Using CitizenLab, the City of Hasselt
collected high-quality ideas from
citizens we could not reach before, like
younger and busier people... And all of
this with minimal efforts for the city.”
Valerie Del Re
City Councillor,
City of Hasselt

Citizenlab understands how diverse and
complex participation processes can be.
Together, we fully customize the platform
allowing you to support existing
initiatives and bring in a new innovative
digital approach.

Engage your
community of citizens.

Instantly consult the results of the whole
participation process on a detailed
dashboard and understand what really
matters for your citizens.

“CitizenLab approaches the entanglement
of online and offline urban decisionmaking processes in a refreshing, holistic
and innovative way.”

Bastiaan Baccarne
Civic Engagement Researcher,
Ghent University

WE HELP THESE 30+ CITY GOVERNMENTS

WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU?
Features:
Customization and Segmentation:

Moderation and Analysis:

White-labeled design

Role management

Geographic segments (e.g. neighborhoods)

Unlimited admins

Unlimited (closed) topics

Weekly activity report

Surveys

Data-dashboard and -export

Communication and Socials:

Technical integration:

Segmented email campaigns

Website integration and widgets

Social media integration

Developer API

Blogging

Services:
Technical support 7/7

Enhanced reach with display ads

Dedicated Engagement Strategist

Monthly data analysis

hello@citizenlab.co
http://citizenlab.co

+31 85 888 2098
+32 2 808 61 78
+33 5 67 34 11 75

Rue de la Science 23
1000 Brussels
Belgium

